MALIK PIMS LETTER

PIMS: the meaning and value of customer value
PIMS pioneered Customer Value measurement. PIMS generated the evidence on how central it
is to business strategy. PIMS developed Customer Value Management as a discipline for strategy
development, pricing decisions, market segmentation, and process improvement. Customer value
comes as close to being a panacea for business problems as anything else that has been suggested to date. Businesses offering customers preferred products or services at better-than-fair prices
are more profitable and gain market position more rapidly than those offering inferior value (though
there is a moderate cost for getting to superior value).
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This is an extremely fortunate alignment of virtue and reward.
The only real reason for your business’s continued existence
is that you provide customer value (if clearly better options
exist, what are you really there for?) – but the fact is that this
is also in your own self interest too.
The basic facts
Let us first define customer value: it is the combination of
customer preference and relative price.
»» Customer preference looks at this business versus competitors, from the specifying customer’s point of view, on all the
non-price attributes that affect the purchase decision. The
“wins” (better than competitors) and “losses” (worse than
competitors) are totted up across all competitors and all
attributes (weighting by importance), resulting in a customer
preference score that is the net % wins minus % losses.

to improve business management. He studied statistics at
Cambridge University and has worked – both within companies and as a consultant – on the strategic transformation of dozens of major companies in oil, chemicals, paper,
packaging, FMCG, media, hi-tech and engineering in 53
countries and 6 continents.

Note that this metric is not just “customer satisfaction”:
it includes non-customers, is relative to competitors,
and reflects not just the product itself, but also the service
and image factors affecting choice. Though we sometimes
use the word “quality” to describe this dimension, it is
much more than “quality” in terms of how well you meet
specifications.
»» Relative price is designated as “low” when the business’s
selling price is less than that charged by competitors,
100 % when it is the same, and “high” when there is a
meaningful price premium.
»» Customer value is NOT the lifetime net present value of a
customer (weighted by retention probability) to this business:
a metric often used in utilities businesses. We are looking
at what the customer gets from you, not what you get
from the customer.
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The following illustration is a value map. The customer prefer-ence and relative price axes represent the statistical distribution of businesses in the PIMS database in terms of these
two variables. Most businesses fall along the diagonal line,
i,e. businesses reporting superior quality also tend to report
higher prices, while those that discount relative to competition
also tend to have inferior quality. But there are also quite a
few businesses which, through accident or design, wind up
in an ’unusual’ position – either no premium for high relative
quality or charging a premium for inferior quality.
Note that “value” is not a euphemism for low price, as sometimes the word is used in the strategy literature. A business
at the bottom left may call itself a “value offer” but it isn’t. The
slope of the fair value line will be flat in price-sensitive markets and steep in quality-sensitive ones. Let us now look at
the impact of customer value on profitability.

Figure 1: Distribution of PIMS businesses on the value map
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Note:
ROI = return on investment: earnings before interest and
tax as a % of the fixed assets (net book value) and working
capital required for business operation.
ROS = return on sales. Relative value is on a standardized
scale of distance from the fair value line.
Here, as in all other figures in this document, we are looking at
over 4000 businesses in the PIMS data base, suitably arranged.
It is clear that superior value leads to better profitability. To
look at the effect on market share gain, we need to correct for
the initial level of market share, because share moves tend
to be dominated by “the mathematics of dissatisfaction”:
market leaders, despite having a lower percentage of dissatisfied customers than others, tend to have a higher absolute
number, who then switch to competitors at random. Consequently, high share players tend to have both high value and
high share loss.
NB we use relative share (this business as a % of the three
main competitors combined) as it is less sensitive to served
market definition.
The apparent facts are (1) that the market values quality so
highly that it is willing to pay more for it than the incremental
cost of producing quality, and (2) that the market is so happy
about not having to pay a premium price for “value” that it
is willing to reward the seller to the extent of granting him a
disproportionately increased share of the market. Finally,
the evidence shows that poor value is associated with high
and ineffective marketing efforts, which have a direct hit on
the bottom line.

Figure 2: Customer value helps profitability
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Figure 3: Value helps share gain at every level of starting share

Figure 4: Value improvement helps share gain at
every level of starting share
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So far we have focused on the effects of excellent versus poor
value. What about value change? The findings are in Figure 4;
apart from a few extreme underpopulated cells, improving
value also helps share gain.
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»» While value is clearly profitable, the increased market share
does frequently act as a drain on cash. It requires cash in
the forms of both greater capacity and also greater working

»» What if everyone in the industry attempts the same approach? Not everyone can win this game, since both
customer preference and price are relative concepts here.
The idea is not to offer a good product and to charge a
low price, but to offer a better product and to charge
a lower price as compared to the other fellow. So, it makes
sense to assume that superior value can be exploited
successfully only by businesses that already have a running
start in that direction, a genuine cost advantage, and an
appropriate public reputation.
»» For many products, particularly consumer products, there
are two value maps: for the end consumer and for the
immediate customer. For the former, superior value means
better product/availability/price, for the latter superior
value means a higher margin, better service/delivery/image,
and high end-consumer pull. Overall customer value is
a combination of the two.
»» For a few high-end products, part of the appeal is the
“reassuringly expensive” price. Taken to its absurd logical
extreme, this suggests an infinitely high price. Experience
suggests in such circumstances that the market is char-

capital. Therefore, a capital intensive business in a cash
bind may need to forego the market share benefit and take
only half the loaf, in the form of a premium price.

acterised as very price insensitive, but that further upward
step changes in price do still require visible improvements
in the quality of the offer.

In principle there are two ways to improve value: increase quality
or cut price. PIMS evidence suggests that the latter is only
feasible over a reasonable timescale if you have a strong cost
advantage on key inputs of labour, materials or capital. Otherwise, competitors just follow. The “difficult” option of improving
non-price attributes is the one that competitors actually find it
hard to copy.
Some caveats
Before rushing out to offer the market greater value, as every
business person should clearly be tempted to do, it is necessary
to observe a few cautions.
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»» Life is complicated, and certainly business life is included.
People should therefore be suspicious of all simple maxims.
There is no way of being very confident that any strategy
is right for a particular business without working out that
strategy in detail, with all the major required actions specified,
and testing that strategy against relevant evidence.

Figure 5: Value helps profitability most for low and
medium share businesses

Value for the weak
Superior value is particularly helpful to businesses with low
market shares; in fact, offering value can offset some of the
disadvantages of low share in making the business profitable
(Figure 5). The effect is not as important in terms of ROI for
highshare businesses: a small number make very good profits (but lose market share rapidly) by “skimming”, i.e. charging
a higher price than justified. They can also make similar ROI by
offering high value to their customers; the low point is undifferentiated value.
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Superior value can be an important part of a strategy to
get and to keep market share. Low-share businesses offering
high value gain share twice as fast as those offering low
value. Moreover, businesses that have already successfully
obtained high market share are disproportionately likely to
be offering high value.
The robustness of value
The impact of customer value on operating performance is
not just pervasive; it is stable over a number of different definitions of “value”. The figures shown are based on a formulation
of value in which customer preference and relative price are
weighted by asking customers about their price/quality sensitivity. In order to find out what would happen in markets where
customers misjudge their price sensitivity, we tried a wide
range of equal price sensitivity weights, and repeated the
analysis. The result: none of the strategic messages shown
here changed even in strength, let alone in direction. The
same results also came out using “imputed” weights based
on the observed range of prices and customer value scores.
Another analytic experiment was to ignore the impact of price
for high quality products, and to increase the price weighting
progressively as quality fell. This was to test the assumption
that the purchaser of a high quality product is essentially
unconcerned about its price, while the buyer of a low quality
product is very concerned about price. In other words, value
for the first buyer may be found entirely in the high quality
of the product, and value for the second may be found in low
price. Again, the strategic messages shown here retained
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Finally, knowing that relative value is positively correlated with
market share, and that businesses with high market share tend
to be more profitable than low share business, we adjusted
ROI for the effects of market share (and of investment intensity
as well) and then observed the residual profit impact of customer value. Once again, the strategic benefits of superior value
remained strong and clear.
Some conclusions
Customer value and operating success are closely related, and
in most situations, the relationship is strong. The attainment of
a superior value offering, while attractive, may not be cheap or
easy. Value is a strategic characteristic relative to competitors;
they may choose not to allow your price to fall, or your quality
to rise, relative to their own. Steps to increase value may carry
costs, either for research or other means to improve product
quality, or in the form of reduced margins in the short term as
prices are lowered. So, as always, the desirability of having
attained an attractive strategic position needs to be compared
to the cost and difficulty of the road to attaining it. If the balance is favourable, as it seems to be in most cases concerning
customer value, then the move is indicated.
It is a piece of good news for the economy at large that it looks
profitable for so many business firms to aggressively fight
inflation by resisting price increases. The benefits are enjoyed
by all.

their full strength.
Mark Chussil was a senior researcher at PIMS for 15 years
and is currently the Founder and CEO of Advanced Competitive
Strategies, Inc.
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The Malik Organization
St. Gallen Zurich Vienna Berlin London Toronto Beijing Shanghai
With international subsidiaries and partnership networks, Malik is the world’s leading provider of advanced holistic management, leadership and governance solutions. We are the prime address for executives wanting to be trained, consulted,
supported and/or coached for holistic top management systems for mastering complexity. Business companies, non-profit
organizations and public institutions have their general management systems tailored by us.
The Malik ManagementSystems® are the world’s most effective instruments for the reliable functioning of organizations under
the complex conditions and dynamic changes of today’s globalized world. Our solutions are backed by more than thirty years
of research and application in the fields of general management of complex systems and the functioning of organizations.
More about our company and our solutions on: malik-management.com

Prof. Dr. oec. habil. Fredmund Malik
Chairman & CEO
Fredmund Malik, founder and chairman of Malik, is an acclaimed international management expert,
awarded scientist, and professor of corporate management and governance at the University of St.
Gallen, Switzerland. He is the award-winning author of a dozen bestselling books, including the classic “Managing Performing Living”, and a regular columnist in opinion-forming media. He is one of the
leading and most innovative management thinkers of our time. Amongst others an expert in corporate
governance, he is a member of the board of directors or advisory board of several world-leading
corporations. Since the early 1990s, he has been the first in the German-speaking countries who discovered and consistently criticized the errors of neo-liberalism and of the shareholder value approach developing also the
innovative right and proper solutions. Using his system-cybernetic methods and instruments, he was among the very first to
predict and write about the current crisis, the Great Transformation21 and its complex challenges for which he has developed
cutting-edge solutions.
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